Stanford Pre-Collegiate Studies (SPCS) seeks motivated and energetic undergraduate and graduate students to serve as Residential Counselors for the 2014 Summer Institutes. These advanced academic programs offer intensive study in a single course for talented middle- and high-school students.

Residential Counselors serve a dual role as Teaching Assistants and Camp Counselors. In particular, we seek candidates with strong academic backgrounds for courses offered in both Physics:

- Cosmology (grades 9-11)
- Particle Physics (grades 9-11)
- Physical Science (grades 6-7)
- Quantum Mechanics (grades 10-11)
- Theory of Relativity (grades 10-11)
- The Frontiers of Physics (grades 9-10)
- Topics in Physics (grades 8-9)

This is an ideal opportunity for those who enjoy working with bright, enthusiastic students and are interested in developing or furthering their teaching and leadership experience.

Residential Counselors:

- develop as leaders, teachers, and role models
- experience a challenging and rewarding summer
- earn excellent pay with room and board

WHEN: June 18 through August 9, 2014

PAY: Starting at $575/week plus full room and board.

APPLY: spcs.stanford.edu/SIemployment